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General Comment
Do not License this application, no way, no how. We are having salt water intrusion into the everglades. Salt Water
plants are growing there. If there, then everywhere. The tide is rising. We don't want two more nuclear power plants
built on fill. The salinity in the cooling canals is too much and the canals are too hot. You are using our precious
water to cool the canals more. Israel uses all of its reuse water. In the future we will have to use all of ours as well. If
you legislate the water for this plant we won't have it to use for our precious tropical plant agriculture. Did you know
that in the continental US florida is the only place where tropical plants grow. I know I am not supposed to address
this but god guys, how are you going to get people in the keys evacuated. There is only one way to go past the plant.
There are almost 4 million people in a 50 mile radius. I have yet to hear the evacuation plan. And I have been
reading about Japan. They are finding radiation pretty far from the plants. FPL does not take solar power seriously. I
would like panels on my house. I am sure lots of others would too.
Until you talk to Harold Wanless Geologist about rising sea water this is really a stupid idea. I just don't think you
are thinking straight. I remember 3 mile island. Learn from your mistakes. You are putting entirely too many plants
in one place. What do you think we are Japan? I would like you to meet with University of Miami Professor Harold
Wanless. I would like you to not allocate anymore water to the plant. I don't have a working Thyroid. A lot of good
iodide will do me. Although I would like to try the cherry flavored syrup to see how it tastes (if kids will actually
drink it).
You should not require regular people to read technical 25 megabyte files that take so long to load and are 717 pages
long. You could have made this much shorter. Let's make it easy for you: No Water, Sea Level Rise, Stuuid Idea,
Old Technology, Too Much Salinity, Too many people. JAPAN.
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